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0. Introduction 

A very economic method of organizing records in 
an information retrieval system is due to Ghosh [1,2] 
(see also refs. [5,6]): the records relevant to a query 
are stored in consecutive storage locations, and one 
location may be significant for several queries. Thus, 
the record sets corresponding to queries form over
lapping segments in storage. Unfortunately, this may 
in general not be done without repetitions, so redun
dancy has tobe taken into account (see refs. [3,7]). 

Putting it into more abstract terms, the problern 
is as follows: given a family cm_ == {M1,M2, ... ,M
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} 

of subsets of a finite set X, find an arrangement of all 
elements of X suchthat (i) each Mi forms a segrnent 
and (ii) the total number of repetitions is minimal. 
The problern (for linear arrangements) has been shown 
tobe NP-complete, see ref. [4]. 

In i:he present paper we give methods for producing 
suboptimal solutions, and we calculate the storage 
space required. Our basic assumptionisthat each 
component of the given family cm_ contains exactly 
one element. (A component of cm_ is a block of the 
product of all partitions {MbX\MJof X, see ref. 
[8]). This assumption seems tobe not too restrictive, 
if we consider the method e.g. developed by Marek 
and Pawlak [8]: each component is stored elsewhere 
and referred to by a pointer; thus, we have 2n pointers 

referred to by the 2n binary n-tuples as keys. Our 
problern now is to find arrangements of these n-tuples 
such that, for each position i, 1 < i < n, there is a 
segrnent all of whose items have ith position 1, while 
the segment contains all possible 2n-l items, each 
one exactly once. 

This Situation is somewhat related to the inverted 
file organization with n binary attributes in the case 
ofuniformly distributed keys. Here,Ln == n2n-l 
storage locations are required. The storage space 
required by our linear method (section 1) will be 

2 
shown tobe about 3Lw 

In section 2, the method is generalized to the 
arrangement of items in acyclic f-graphs as introduced 
by the second author [5] (see also ref. [6]). This 
organization will be shown to need approximately 
~Ln storage locations. 

1. Linear organization 

Let the number of attributes be n and let 

~) == {(b1,b2, ... , bn> E {O,l}n: bi = 1}. 

Clearly, IM}n) I == 2n -l. A sequence of binary n-tuples 
will be said to ha ve property n iff each Myz), 1 < i < n, 

b f 2n-1 · appears as some su sequence o consecutive 
items (e.g. sequences A1, A 2, A 3, A 4 in fig. 1 have 
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A1 A2 A", A,l 
./ 

1 10 100 1000 
1001 

101 1010 
1011 

11 '110 1100 
1101 

111 1110 
'1111 

01 01U 0100 
0101 

011 0110 
0111 

:)()1 0010 
1CJ10 

1CYI 111 [) 
0011 

111 1011 
1111 
OO(Yl 
0101 
0'111 
1001 
1101 

Fig. 1. Construction of A 1, A 2 , A 3• A4 (<b 1, b2 , ••• , bn> is 
written as b1b2 ... bn). 

property n). Foreach n, weshall define a sequence 
An of Zn binary n-tuples having this property. Since 
the sequence Ar is evident, it is sufficient to give a 
procedure which produces An+ r from An. Assurne 
that, for some integer Pn, the last Pn items can be 
permuted arbitrarily without destroying property n 
(we take Pr = 1). Then the procedure works as fo1-
lows. 
1. Replace each of the first Zn- Pn items <br, b2, 

... , bn> in A 11 by the sequence <br,b2 , ... ,bn,O>, 
<br<br,b2, . .. ,bn,I>. 

2. Replace each of the remairring Pn items 
<br,b2, ... ,bn> by <br,b2, ... ,bn,O>. 

3. At the end of the sequence obtained by steps 1 
and 2, repeat the subsequence of the last Pn items 
with the rightmost O's replaced by 1 's. 

4. At the end of the sequence thus obtained, add the 
missing 2n- Pn items of M~n++rl) in order to achieve 
property n. 

5. Setpn+r <.-2n-Pn-
The resulting sequence An+r is oflength 2Z11 + 

Pn + r and is easi1y seen to have property n. Moreover, 
its lastPn+r items can be permuted arbitrarily without 
violating property n. The construction of A r• A 2,A 3, 
A 4 is shown in fig. 1. 

Now we are going to eva1uate Zn for each n. From 
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the algorithm we get the following recurrence 
relations: 

Zn+r = 2Zn + Pn+r ' 

- 2n Pn+r- -Pn' 

with initial values Zr = 1, p 1 = l. 

Theorem 1. Pn =~[211 -(-1)11 ]. 

(l) 

(p) 

Proo[' We use induction on n. Evidently, the formula 
holds for n = 1. Suppose it is true for some n. By (p), 
we have 

Pn+1 = 2n- ~ [2n- (-1t] 

= ~ 2n + ~ ( -1 )" 

= ~ [2n + 1 - ( -1 t + 1) • 

Theorem 2. Zn= (~n + ~)2n- 1 - ~(-It. 
Proo[' We use induction on n. For n = 1, we have 
Z1 = (~ + ~)+ ~ = 1. Let the theorem be true for some 
n. By (1 ), we obtain 

Zn+1 =2(~n +~)2n-1_~(-It+~(2n+ 1-(-lt+1) 

= [~(n+ 1)+~] 2(n+1)-1_~(-It+1. • 

Now let our method be compared with the common 
inverted file organization. In the la tter, all n sets M~n) 
are stored separately using the total of Ln = n2n- 1 

storage locations. From theorem 2 it is clear that 

. Zn 2 
hm L-=3. 

n----+- co n 

In fact, even for small values of n, the ratio Zn/Ln is 
very close to ~. 

Finally, 1et us notice that the addresses of the head 
and end of ~)in An can be easily computed as 

h~n) = z.2n-i _ 2n-1 + 1 l l 

=(~i- ~)2n-1- h-l)i2n-i + 1, 

e~n) = Zi2n-i =ai+ ~)2n-1- ~C-lhn-i, 

respectively. 

2. Acyclic organization 

In this section we shall assume that our binary 
n-tuples are arranged in an acyclic f-graph (see refs. 
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[5,6]), that is, in some storage locations l we store, 
apart from an item, apointer S(l) indicating the next 
storage location- tobe inspected (storage locations are 
vertices of the f-graph, and pairs (l,S(l)> are its edges), 
Acyclicity means that for no k > 0, 

sk(l) = z (S0(l) = z, si+ 1 (!) = scsi(l))) _ 

By a segment of length k we now mean any set 
{l,S(l),,,, ,sk- 1 (l)}of storage locations, An arrange
ment ofbinary n-tuples in anf-graph is said to have 
property rr iff each M}nl is stored in some segment 
oflength 2n- 1 (e,g, arrangementsB1, B 2, B3, B4 
in fig. 2 have property rr). Foreach n, we shall con
struct an arrangementBn ofbinary n-tuples in an 
acyclic f-graph, using mn storage locations and having 
property rr. Each arrangementBn will be represented 
by a collection B~, E~ .... ,B~ of sequences of binary 
n-tuples. Each such sequence will be called a block 
of Bn. Whenever an item ßi, 1 < i < k, of a block 
ß1, ß2, ... , ßk is stored in· a storage location l, ßi+ 1 
is stored in S(l). For 1 < j < n - 1, the last item of 
B~+ 1 is linked to (kj/2 + 1 )-th item of Bh, where kj 
is the length of B~. As in the linear case, the main 
part of our algorithm is the following procedure 
producing B n+ 1 from B n (r n will derrote the length 

of B~). 
1. Replaceeachitem(b 1,b 2, ... ,bn)inB~ by 

<b 1,b2, ... ,bn,o>. 
2. At the end of the resulting sequence repeat the 

same sequence with rightmost O's replaced by 
1 's (B~+ 1 has been formed). 

3. Replace each of the first r n _ 1 items (b 1, b2, . .. , 

bn) in B~- 1 by the sequence (bl, b2, ..• , bn ,0), 

0001 
0101 
1001 

0010 1101 
1010 1111 

1 000 01 00 0011 k" 
1001 0101 ~ 1011 B4 
1010 0111~ 4 
1011 __.0110 , B3 
1110..- 'L~ 

111'1 B2 
'1'100 4 
1'101 

(b1, b2, ... , bn, 1) (if n = 1 then steps 3, 4, 5 are 
omitted. 

4. Replace each of the remairring r n- 1 items 
(b 1,b2 , ... ,bn)inB~- 1 by(b1,b 2 , ... ,bn,l). 

5. At the end of the sequence obtained by steps 3 
and 4 repeat the subsequence of the last r n- 1 
items with the rightmost 1 's replaced by O's 
(B~~l has been formed). . 

6. In each of the remairring blocks B~, 1 < j < n - 2, 
replace each item (b 1, b2, ... , bn> by the sequence 
(b1, b2, . .. , bn, 0 ), (b1, b2, ... , bn ,1) (B~+ 1, 
1 <j < n- 2, have been formed). 

7. Add the blockB~!i composed ofthe missing 
2/l · f M(n + 1 ) · d rn+ 1 = -rn-rn_ 1 ttemso n+ 1 ,mor er 

to achieve property rr. 
The construction of B 1, B 2, B 3, B 4 is shown in 

fig. 2. 
From the algorith, we obtain the following recur

rence relations: 

with initial values m1 = 1, r1 = r2 = 1. 

Theorem 3. rn = ~2n- 1 + on, where 

{ 

-~ if n = 0 (mod 3), 

oll= ~ ifn = 1 (mod 3), 

-~ if n = 2 (mod 3). 

(m) 

(r) 
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Proof: By induction on n, as in the case of Theorems 
1 and 2. • 

Th 4 _ (4 I6)2n-1 h eorem . mn - 7n + 49 + En, w ere 

{ 

- 4: ~f n: 0 (mod 3), 

En = 49 1f n = 1 (mod 3), 

~ if n = 2 (mod 3). 

.Proof: By induction on n. • 
From the above theorem it is evident that our 

acyclic organization needs asymptotically ~Ln storage 
locations. If every block is stored in physically con
tiguous storage locations, then only n - 1 pointers 
are needed for Bn. 

3. Conclusions 

Wehave presented two methods which can be ap
plied to reduce the storage space needed by the invert
ed files for binary attributes. It is interesting to com
pare their storage space requirements with those of 
other known methods: 

Acyclic organization B n 

Decomposition into admissible families 
consisting of three sets, see [7] dLn ~ 0.583 Ln 

Unear organizationAn 

Decomposition into linear families 
consisting of two sets, see [7] 

These asymptotic values refer to the case of uni
formly distributed keys. It should, however, be noted 
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that property rr is invariant with respect to deletion 
of items. In this general case, the resulting redundancy 
depends on the ordering of the sets M}n), 1 < i < n. 
This dependence deserves further study. 
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